Flocking Order Form
Flocking season is here!
We have confirmed reports that flocks of 25 pink flamingos will soon be landing on the lawns of
unsuspecting area residents. These three feet tall, plastic pink flamingos travel in flocks and they love
getting the chance to rest in beautiful yards. Now, for the first time ever, the SFA Home and School
board has made an arrangement with these flamingos to have them to stop in a yard near you.
Want to celebrate an engagement, a new baby or a new house in a way your friends will never forget?
Are you tired of tying balloons on mailboxes to say happy birthday? Or are you just game for a good,
old-fashioned prank war? This is your chance!
Order a Flocking!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Here’s how it works: Place an order for a flock of flamingos to be sent out to the yard of your choice.
The flock will be picked up by specially trained flamingo wranglers for a reasonable suggested donation
of $15. The “Flockee” will then have the opportunity to pass along directions for the flock’s next
migration location for a donation of $20. Flamingo Protection Insurance is also available to guarantee
that your home will be spared the embarrassment of blushing in various shades of pink for $25. All
proceeds of the Flamingo Flocking Fundraiser will help SFA School.
To Order A Flock: Fill out the Flamingo Order Form and make payment (checks should be made out to
SFA with Home and School Association put on the memo line). Please address the envelope “Flocked”
and turn into the School or Rectory Office.
Flocker (you):

Flockee (who you want to flock):

Name ___________________________

Name ______________________________________

Address ______________________________

Address _____________________________________

Phone _______________________________

Special Instructions____________________________

Email ___________________________________
*****Note: Flamingos are not allowed to flock on public property, or apartment complexes.
DONATIONS - Check all boxes that apply
 $15 Flamingo Removal
 $20 (additional) — Flocking Fee
 $25 (additional)— Flamingo Protection Insurance
$______ - Additional Donation
$______ - TOTAL DONATION
Thanks so much for your support and sense of humor. Please help us pass on the excitement of being
“Flocked”!!!!

